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Thank you everyone for participating in the 2021 SpellX!

SpellX was once again a huge success. Feedback has been so positive as our audiences told us how much

they enjoyed all the presentations. It was truly a spectacular day! Offering multiple salons in multiple time

zones helped make the event accessible for our long-distance friends to ensure that spellers' words were

heard around the world! 

We want to express our deepest gratitude to all the presenters who made up this spectacular lineup. It was

an honor to listen to these presentations and participate as a global community. All the SpellX presenters

are groundbreakers and role models in the nonspeaking commUnity. It is a privilege to work with you and

we look forward to continuously learning and advocating with each other.

We want to express our heartfelt appreciation for our SpellX sponsors. YOU helped us offer this event for

FREE to our attendees. SpellX helps us fulfill our mission of increasing access to communication for all

nonspeaking, minimally speaking, and unreliably speaking people. SpellX was both an education program

and a huge act of advocacy that was heard worldwide!

In case you missed SpellX or want to watch these amazing presentations again, each of the presentations is

available!

~ Elizabeth Vosseller



~ Debbie Spengler & Kelley Howe

RESPECTFUL LANGUAGE
FOR COACHING A TRICKY
BODY!
Breaking habits can be difficult for all of us! One of the most ingrained

habits many of us fight against is the language we use when supporting

a nonspeaker. If we’re not careful, we can fall into the trap of using

language that is infantilizing, insulting, or just not helpful. We’re here to

offer suggestions for respectful language that can turn impulsive

moments into purposeful movement. 

My top 3 tips for respectful language in tricky situations are:

1. Keep your emotions in check one of the biggest obstacles to

effectively supporting a nonspeaker is your own dysregulation. During

an impulsive moment, it is common to feel nervous, overwhelmed, or

uncertain. However, we have to make sure these feelings don’t take

control of the situation. If you are dysregulated, it is difficult to provide

the types of support that your nonspeaker needs.

2. Coach the body in impulsive moments, the brain knows what to do

but the body has difficulty following through. Hello brain/body

disconnect! To bypass this disconnect, we want to coach the body

directly. Think about using this formula: Actionable Verb + Body Part =

Coaching the Body. 

If the words alone are not offering enough support, combine this with

another type of cue. You can include a gesture (point, wave, or other

movement), model the movement while coaching the body, or even

offer a tactile cue by tapping the body part you’re coaching.
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While I’ve listened to the catchy song, “THRIFT SHOP” by MACKLEMORE

and Ryan LEWIS one hundred times or more, it’s taken until now to

explore the line “POP SOME TAGS”. Come to find out, this is English slang

for going shopping . As the song suggests, going shopping at the thrift

shop is a budget conscious strategy that allows the consumer to get

more for their money than, say, shopping at a DEPARTMENT store. 

Thrift shops are defined as a store selling SECONDHAND CLOTHES and

other HOUSEHOLD goods. In the 21st century these stores have

expanded to sell online, as well as in person. Stores sell anything from

clothing and shoes, to holiday decorations and small appliances. Each

shop ELICITS (TO OBTAIN) merchandise in their own way. Some will

accept donations, others purchase from alternate vendors, and still

others may buy abandoned storage lockers to sell the contents. No

matter the option, the merchandise within the shop is bound to be

IDIOSYNCRATIC (peculiar or individual, unique) and DIVERSE. 

Prices at thrift shops tend to be at least 50% off, as compared to new

MERCHANDISE at a department store. In an economy where inflation has

INCREASED PRICES by 5 percent and our WORKFORCE and SUPPLY

CHAINS are failing, saving money and finding varied and unique

merchandise is a reflective financial option to consider. 

In addition to saving money, there are occasions when people make

money on the TREASURES they find. For example, a man named

ZACHARY BODISH was at a thrift shop in Columbus, OHIO in 2012. He

found a unique PABLO PICASSO PAINTING, which he assumed was a

reproduction that looked neat. He purchased it for $14.14. However,

upon further examination, he discovered that the painting was an

original, signed piece of art which he sold for $7,000. Another example... 

POP TAGS THE THRIFTY WAY
~ Katie Will
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The Spellebration Continues!
September was SPELLTEMBER, a month to recognize and

spellebrate the hardest working people we know, nonspeaking

people who spell and type! Once again we put out a call for

nominations and were so delighted to receive nominations for

spellers across the globe. The nominations were powerful

testimonials about spellers and typers who are making an impact

on their community. 

I-ASC’s Nonspeaking Leadership Council read the nominations,

with names redacted to eliminate bias, and chose 5 spellers from

each category to spotlight as ALL-STARS. These All-Star

Spellebrities have a special sparkle to their spellebrity cards to help

distinguish them.  I-ASC blogs in the months to come. Each of the

All-Stars is being interviewed by a member of the I-ASC Leadership

Cadre and is being shared in our blog so you can get to know these

incredible individuals!

You can see some of the interviews on our website with many more

to come!
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As we close another year we want you to know that WE

APPRECIATE YOU! TOGETHER, we were able to increase access to

communication for more nonspeaking people around the

world. Thank you for your generous donations, for

enthusiastically attending events, for your kind encouragement,

and for championing nonspeaking people. 

With your help, we launched 12 cohorts of S2C Practitioners,

adding 130 Practitioners to the 139 already in the I-ASC

network. Practitioners in training came from all over the world.

We estimate that each S2C Practitioner will start 10 new spellers  

every year, with 269 Practitioners, that means this year at least

2690 new spellers will have a means of reliable communication! 

Your generous donations allowed us to offer FREE educational

programming. We hosted SpellX, the Boards and Chords

Concert, monthly Neurolyrical Cafes, and our Motormorphosis

Conference - all for FREE! We also offered 40 FREE community

webinars! 

Your contributions helped fund the addition of weekly, FREE,

informative content, and resources on the i-asc.org website and

supported the advocacy of the Spellers & Allies. Finally, I-ASC is

actively working with researchers to support studies that will

lead to a greater understanding of the motor, sensory,

regulation, and communication of nonspeaking people. 

End of the Year Giving

http://i-asc.org/

